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THE LEFSCHETZ NUMBER OF SELF-MAPS OF LIE GROUPS
ABSTRACT. In this note we present a simple approach to the Lefschetz number for the self-maps of Lie groups. As an application it is proved that for any map /: G -» G of a compact connected Lie group G, there is a solution to (}(x))k = x for some k < X + 1, where X is the rank of the group G.
Let G be an 77-dimensional compact connected Lie group with multiplication p, inverse T and unit e. Let [G, G] be the set of homotopy classes of maps G -» G. Given two maps /, /' : G -► G, we write / • /' to denote the map G -* G defined by (f-f')(g) = rtf(9)J'(9)), acG.
All cohomology in this paper will be over a coefficient field F of zero characteristic. Before setting out to prove this result, we fix some notation and recall some facts about Lie groups. Given a point g G G and a differentiate map F: G -> G, write Gg to denote the tangent space to G at g and dgF, the differential of F at g. Let Lg,Rg: G-»Gbe respectively the left translation Lg(g') -p(g,g'), and the right translation Rg(g') = p(g',g). Then there is a natural homomorphism Ad, the adjoint representation, from G to GL(t7e) (the nonsingular linear transformation group of Ge) defined as follows: ■
Since C7 is connected the image of Ad belongs to the connected component of GL(Ge) containing the identity, i.e. for each g G G, det Ad(g) > 0. By Exercise Al in So we see that e is a regular value oí f T and k
B(f) = XI sign det A = (-l)"Lef(/). i
This completes the proof. To show the implications of the above theorem, recall that H*(G;F) is an exterior algebra A(xi,... ,xx) generated by primitive elements x% of odd degree [3] with A = rank G. Also from [3] Theorem 2 also leads to an easier way to make the following well-known computation: COROLLARY 3. Lef( * Id) = (1 -k)x; Lef( kT) = (1 + fc)\ The significance of it has been discussed in [4] . COMMENT. In fact Theorem 2 also has a purely cohomological proof without using Theorem 1. So all results, except Theorem 1, are valid for self-maps of a compact connected triangulable if-group.
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